§ 1205.1

Subpart B—Procedures for Obtaining Records

1205.11 Access to Board records.
1205.12 Time limits and determinations.
1205.13 Identification.
1205.14 Granting access.
1205.15 Denying access.
1205.16 Fees.

Subpart C—Amendment of Records

1205.21 Request for amendment.
1205.22 Action on request.
1205.23 Time limits.

Subpart D—Appeals

1205.31 Submitting appeal.
1205.32 Decision on appeal.

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 552a and 1204.

Source: 64 FR 51043, Sept. 21, 1999, unless otherwise noted.

Subpart A—General Provisions

§ 1205.1 Purpose.

This subpart implements the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, ("the Act") by stating the procedures by which individuals may determine the existence of, seek access to, and request amendment of Board records concerning themselves, and by stating the requirements that apply to Board employees’ use and disclosure of those records.

§ 1205.2 Policy and scope.

The Board’s policy is to apply these regulations to all records that can be retrieved from a system of records under the Board’s control by using an individual’s name or by using a number, symbol, or other way to identify the individual. These regulations, however, do not govern the rights of the parties in adversary proceedings before the Board to obtain discovery from adverse parties; those rights are governed by part 1201 and part 1209 of this chapter. These regulations also are not meant to allow the alteration, either before or after the Board has issued a decision on an appeal, of evidence presented during the Board’s adjudication of the appeal.

§ 1205.3 Definitions.

The definitions of 5 U.S.C. 552a apply to this part. In addition, as used in this part:

(a) Inquiry means a request by an individual regarding whether the Board has a record that refers to that individual.
(b) Request for access means a request by an individual to look at or copy a record.
(c) Request for amendment means a request by an individual to change the substance of a particular record by addition, deletion, or other correction.
(d) Requester means the individual requesting access to or amendment of a record. The individual may be either the person to whom the requested record refers, a legal guardian acting on behalf of the individual, or a representative designated by that individual.

§ 1205.4 Disclosure of Privacy Act records.

(a) Except as provided in 5 U.S.C. 552a(b), the Board will not disclose any personal record information from systems of records it maintains to any individual other than the individual to whom the record refers, or to any other agency, without the express written consent of the individual to whom the record refers, or his or her representative or attorney.
(b) The Board’s staff will take necessary steps, in accordance with the law and these regulations, to protect the security and integrity of the records and the personal privacy interests of the subjects of the records.

§ 1205.11 Access to Board records.

(a) Submission of request. Inquiries or requests for access to records must be submitted to the appropriate regional or field office of the Board, or to the Clerk of the Board, U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 1615 M Street, NW., Washington, DC 20419–0001. If the requester has reason to believe that the records are located in a regional or field office, the request must be submitted to that office. Requests submitted to the regional or field office must be addressed to the Regional Director or Chief Administrative Judge